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EURELECTRIC is the voice of the electricity industry in Europe.  

We speak for more than 3,500 companies in power generation, distribution, and supply. 

We Stand For:  

Carbon-neutral electricity by 2050 

We have committed to making Europe’s electricity cleaner. To deliver, we need to make use of all low-carbon technologies: more renewables, but also 
clean coal and gas, and nuclear. Efficient electric technologies in transport and buildings, combined with the development of smart grids and a major push 
in energy efficiency play a key role in reducing fossil fuel consumption and making our electricity more sustainable. 

Competitive electricity for our customers 

We support well-functioning, distortion-free energy and carbon markets as the best way to produce electricity and reduce emissions cost-efficiently. 
Integrated EU-wide electricity and gas markets are also crucial to offer our customers the full benefits of liberalisation: they ensure the best use of 
generation resources, improve security of supply, allow full EU-wide competition, and increase customer choice.  

Continent-wide electricity through a coherent European approach 

Europe’s energy and climate challenges can only be solved by European – or even global – policies, not incoherent national measures. Such policies 
should complement, not contradict each other: coherent and integrated approaches reduce costs. This will encourage effective investment to ensure a 
sustainable and reliable electricity supply for Europe’s businesses and consumers. 

EURELECTRIC. Electricity for Europe. 
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KEY MESSAGES 
 

• Gas-fired generation is well suited to provide back-up for variable renewable generation: It 
has quick start-up and ramp rates. However, it will need to adopt ever more flexible modes 
of operation as renewable penetration increases. Existing gas-fired power plants will require 
expensive re-engineering to provide this capability, and maintenance costs and outages are 
likely to increase. 
 

• Gas and electricity TSOs need to consider the impact of increased variable generation on 
their networks: They should work closely together at national and at EU level, through 
ENTSOG and ENTSO-E. Investments and operating rules should be predicated on consistent 
scenarios of gas-fired power station running hours and ramp rates. Similarly, TSOs should – 
together with Member States – consider security of gas and electricity supply in a joined up 
manner. Their considerations should be reflected in the preventative action plans and 
emergency plans drawn up by Member States in accordance with relevant national and EU 
legislation relating to security of supply and network resilience. 
 

• Access to liquid gas markets will be vital for gas-fired generation with variable load: Power 
station operators in each Member State should have access to a liquid wholesale gas spot or 
intraday market to buy and sell gas either directly or indirectly in response to sudden 
changes in load requirements. The EU model of TSO entry/exit systems incorporating virtual 
trading points is a sound basis for this. Licensing and reporting requirements should not be 
unduly bureaucratic so as to encourage new entrants to national gas wholesale markets. 
National regulatory authorities (NRAs) could also consider introducing market makers to 
kick-start spot liquidity in nascent markets.  
 

• Within day obligations should be minimised: Daily balancing regimes with no within day 
obligations offer the most flexibility to power station operators to deal with increased 
variability of generation. If TSOs need to introduce within day obligations then system-wide 
obligations should be preferred ahead of portfolio or entry/exit point obligations, and 
trading/balancing platforms must operate on a 24/7 basis. Any linepack flexibility services 
offered by TSOs should be on an ex-post basis. Tolerances could be a mechanism for TSOs to 
provide greater flexibility to gas-fired power station operators, but in the event that they are 
chargeable they should not be obligatory. Ramp rates and notice periods applied to gas-fired 
power stations should recognise the true conditions under which they can be expected to 
operate and not be set idealistically. 
 

• Capacity allocation and nomination rules should assist cross-border trading: Bundled 
capacity should help to simplify the process and transaction costs for power station 
operators who choose to acquire cross-border capacity directly, as will standardised capacity 
allocation timescales. TSOs should also strive to reduce renomination lead times as much as 
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possible and only consider measures which restrict a network user’s right to renominate 
against cross-border capacity as a last resort. In the absence of firm capacity, TSOs should 
make interruptible capacity available within day in an easily accessible form.  

 
• Storage will have an important role in providing physical gas flexibility: Gas-fired power 

station operators should be entitled to contract for storage capacity in their own right. They 
should not be limited to just booking flat seasonal storage products and storage operators 
should work closely with them to design products and storage bundles most suited to their 
requirements. All storage capacity within a market area should be made available to market 
participants on an equal non-discriminatory basis. Holding back capacity for TSOs for reasons 
other than what is necessary for managing the network safely, e.g. as a strategic reserve, will 
reduce the flexibility available to react to increasing within day demand and supply volatility. 
Placing restrictions on the periods when storage can be filled or emptied or on how much gas 
must be kept in store at particular points during the year also prevents storage from being 
fully optimised. This applies equally to LNG stored in tank at LNG facilities.  
 

• Within day capacity products should not be subject to multipliers greater than 1: As gas will 
increasingly need to be able to flow quickly and efficiently between market areas within day, 
multipliers and seasonal factors applied to firm within day cross-border capacity products 
should not be set disproportionally high and should always be less than or equal to 1. TSOs 
should explore options for offering gas-fired power stations more flexible exit capacity 
products and charges. 
 

• Market participants need timely information on balance and system status: Power station 
operators should receive sufficient information about their gas offtakes to efficiently manage 
their exposure to imbalance charges, particularly where within day obligations apply. 
Accurate near real time information about flows at other system relevant entry and exit 
points will play an essential role in understanding the drivers behind supply and demand 
within each market area, along with information about TSOs’ balancing actions and the 
imbalances of their systems as a whole. 
 

• Efficient connection arrangements are important: Network operators’ connection policies 
and services should be efficient and should be predicated on the principle of shallow 
connection charging. Network operators should also work closely with power station 
developers to coordinate their respective investment timescales. 
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FLEXIBLE GAS MARKETS FOR VARIABLE RENEWABLE GENERATION 
 
 
 
Europe’s electricity system is undergoing profound changes. The EU has committed itself to a 
decarbonisation path that will see an 80 to 95% reduction in its CO2 emissions by 2050. To reach 
this ambitious goal, the electricity sector will need to accommodate an increasing share of 
variable renewable energy sources (RES) in the generation portfolio. The electricity system will 
thus not only face volatile electricity demand, but will also increasingly experience the impact of 
variable generation.  
 
EURELECTRIC believes that – in addition to developments in the electricity market to promote 
liquid and integrated markets, reinforced transmission and distribution grids, demand-response 
and storage – flexible and competitive gas markets can contribute to a cost-efficient transition to 
a low-carbon economy.  
 
All kinds of conventional generation will be needed to solve the challenge of stabilising electricity 
supply, but gas-fired generation is particularly well suited to provide back-up for variable 
renewables generation as it has quick start-up and ramp rates. 
 
This paper investigates how gas market rules can be designed to reflect the changes in the 
electricity system and the more flexible operation of gas-fired power plants. It sets out 
recommendations in a number of areas where we believe decisive actions by policymakers, 
national regulators and system operators should be taken.  
 
 
1. Towards more flexible gas markets: Challenges and opportunities arising from increasing 

renewable penetration  
 

1.1 Drivers behind the growth in renewable generation 
 
The EU Climate and Energy Package for 2020 set a renewables (RES) target of 20% at the 
European level. This overall target has been divided up nationally according to different countries’ 
renewable energy potential, their energy mix, different starting points and their GDP.  
 
The mechanisms to promote RES development are entrusted to the Member States, who have 
defined support policies to reach their targets in line with their National Renewable Energy Action 
Plans (NREAPs). Such support policies have triggered large-scale deployment of RES, which has in 
return translated into an impressive cost decrease of different technologies, in particular onshore 
wind and photovoltaics.  
 
In 2012, energy from renewable sources was estimated to make up 14.1% of the gross final 
energy consumption in the EU-28, compared with 8.3% in 2004. To remain on track to achieving 
the 20% target, about one third of the EU’s electricity will need to be generated from renewable 
energy sources by 2020.  
 
Figure 1 below shows the progress of each EU Member State in meeting its 2020 renewable 
energy source target.  
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Figure 1 – Share of energy from renewable sources per Member State (% of gross final energy 

consumption) (source Eurostat) 

Even though the relatively large amounts of existing and new programmable RES (hydro and 
biomass generation) make an important contribution towards achieving the 2020 targets, the 
main part is expected to be made by investments in new non-programmable generation (wind 
and solar generation) in the largest EU Member States. 

 
By 2020, wind and solar generation are likely to make up 50% of renewables generation in 
Europe. This figure will inevitably rise as decarbonisation targets are likely to become more 
stringent in the medium to long term. EU policymakers are seeking to make deeper reductions in 
greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 of at least 40%, with the ultimate aspiration of achieving a 
decarbonised economy by 2050.  
 
Although forecasts have improved, producers from wind and solar technologies cannot schedule 
the production of their power plants with the same level of reliability as thermal generators. The 
increasing share of RES power generation will thus reduce the load factors of conventional power 
plants and increase its back-up or reserve function. Gas-fired power plants are particularly well 
suited to fulfil this back-up role: They not only have low investment and fixed operational costs; 
they also have quick start-up and ramp-up/down rates to/from maximum load.   
 
 
1.2 The impact of renewables penetration on power markets 

 
The significant increase in renewables penetration has been largely driven by subsidies, including 
feed-in-tariffs (FIT), feed-in-premiums (FIP) and green certificates. In some cases, these have been 
accompanied by priority dispatch arrangements, whereby the variable output of renewables has 
priority over all other forms of generation in the electricity merit order. Even if priority dispatch is 
not applied, renewable generation can have an advantage over other forms of generation due to 
its very low marginal cost. With a guaranteed price for its output – in case of a FIT – it can 
effectively bid in at a market price of zero (or below when possible) to push other generation 
down the merit order, thus ensuring it is always the first to run.  
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In several Member States renewable generators do not have to be balance responsible and so are 
typically protected from the commercial consequences of TSOs having to take balancing actions 
as a result of their variability. As such, they do not have incentives to develop better generation 
forecasts and thus reduce system imbalances and flexibility needs.  
 
Increasing renewables penetration across Europe has corresponded with a rapid decline in 
running hours for gas-fired power stations in many EU Member States, as can be seen from 
Figures 2-3 below. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2 – Spanish CCGT plants operating hours (Source REE) 

 
Figure 3 – Italian CCGT plants operating hours (Source: Edison - based on Terna data) 
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Figure 4 – German gas fired plants operating hours (Source: BDEW) 

 
 
Along with over capacity in electricity generation and reduced electricity demand brought about 
by recession, the increase in renewables has contributed towards lowering the electricity 
wholesale price thereby putting pressure on clean spark spreads. Clean spark spreads have also 
declined more relative to dark spark spreads due to falling international coal prices, in part 
caused by shale gas displacing coal for generation in the US. Consequently gas-fired generators – 
along with other conventional generators - are currently struggling to make a return on their 
investments and, in some cases, are unable to cover their operating costs. This has led to wide-
scale write-downs of gas-fired generation assets by utilities across Europe and, increasingly, to 
plants being mothballed or de-commissioned. 
 
The speed at which renewables are being deployed across the EU, combined with the long-term 
political and regulatory uncertainty surrounding the achievement of emissions reduction targets 
and wholesale market intervention, heightens the stranded asset fears of investors.  
 
The mothballing of conventional generation and the dearth of investment to replace it has raised 
concerns in a number of Member States about medium- to long-term generation adequacy. This 
has prompted renewed interest in capacity remuneration mechanisms. A number of Member 
States have begun implementing a host of nationally designed mechanisms, with apparently little 
consideration as to possible distortionary effects on neighbouring electricity markets. 
 
For all these reasons, we believe it is vitally important that any type of support and dispatch 
arrangements used to encourage renewables investment avoid distorting electricity wholesale 
markets, by undermining price signals and making other forms of power generation 
commercially unviable. Renewable generators should thus be incentivised to moderate their 
own output efficiently in response to price signals in the balancing market. The introduction of 
balancing obligations on RES would improve the functioning of the power market even further, 
create new opportunities including for RES, and put an end to ‘produce and forget’ approaches.  
 
 
1.3 Variability and non-programmability of renewables 
 
The output of wind and solar generation are influenced by a range of meteorological factors and 
events that are not always easy to predict. Whilst advances have been made in forecasting 
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weather patterns, there is still a significant margin of uncertainty and error surrounding these 
forecasts. 
 
The variability patterns of both wind and solar generation are portrayed in the figures below. 
 
 

 
Figure 5 - Wind variability in Spain (Source REE) 

 
 
Figure 5 shows the level of Spanish wind variability over a 14-day period in September 2012. 
Wind generation as a percentage of electricity demand ranged from a low of 1% at 11:00 hours 
on 17/9/12 to a high of 64% at 03:00 on 24/9/14.  
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6 - Solar variability of a typical PV panel (Source CalISO) 
 
 
Figure 6 shows an example of the variability of an individual solar PV panel on a specific day 
compared to its idealised generation pattern for that day, taking into account seasonal weather 
patterns. 
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Figure 7: Total Photovoltaic (PV) capacity and estimated generation: April 2011 to Present day (Source 

National Grid) 

Figure 7 shows the cumulative effect of solar PV capacity growth in the GB market for the period 
since April 2011 along with its estimated output based on actual weather data 

 
Figure 8 – Hourly wind variability in Germany in 2012 (Source ACER) 

Figure 8 shows the days with the highest fluctuation of wind generation in Germany during 2012. 
At any hour on each of these days the level of wind generation exhibits differing rates and 
patterns of fluctuation, which shows there is no standard pattern of wind generation and 
demonstrates the difficulties associated with predicting its daily load profile.  
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1.4 Management of wind and solar variability  
 
Increasing levels of wind and solar penetration in the generation mix will create more variability. 
This will require the electricity and gas systems to become more flexible, and represents a 
significant challenge for the respective TSOs. To keep the electricity system in balance, TSOs may 
need to adopt different approaches to ensuring that sufficient reserve capacity is available, and 
to promote greater interconnection and smarter grids. In some markets, such as Spain, installed 
wind capacity is already well above 100% of overnight demand for long periods throughout the 
year. If power cannot be exported or demand increased, wind turbines have to be temporarily 
restricted (as is the case in Germany too) to avoid jeopardising system stability. 
 
Over time, advances in electricity storage (e.g. pumped storage, batteries etc.) and demand 
response/smart grids can be expected to help mitigate the challenges linked to renewable 
variability. But in the short/medium term, improvements in electricity balancing and enhanced 
intra-day electricity markets can make an important contribution. 
 
Figure 9 below highlights the potential challenge facing electricity TSOs in balancing their 
transmission systems. Using a high case renewables scenario in the Spanish market in 2020 it 
indicates three separate occasions during the day where substantial quantities of conventional 
generation will be potentially required to ramp up and down within 2 hours in order to back-up 
variable renewable generation and changes in daily demand. 
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Figure 9 – Impact on electricity system of projected wind and solar load profiles in Spain in 2020 
(Source UNESA) 

 
 
Gas TSOs will face similar problems, as the sudden ramping up and down of gas-fired power 
stations will generate shortfalls and surpluses of gas in the TSO’s transmission system as a 
whole, or in specific parts of the system, which may not be absorbed by linepack alone. Market 
participants will need to have access to flexible sources of gas and storage to respond to these 
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sudden changes in output and balancing markets will need to operate 24/7 to enable TSOs to 
take balancing actions at all times of the day. 
 
Figure 10 below highlights the potential challenge facing gas TSOs in balancing their transmission 
systems. Using an extreme case of wind speed reduction in the GB transmission system in 2020 it 
indicates that gas-fired power stations would need to increase their gas demand by an equivalent 
of 90m cubic meters/day over a 14-hour period between 20:00hr and 10:00 the following day.  
 

 
Figure 10 – Impact on gas system of potential extreme event wind profiles in GB in 2020 (Source National 

Grid) 

1.5 Changing gas-fired power stations load profiles: towards more flexibility 
 
Gas-fired power stations will need to become more responsive and to ramp up and down to 
balance variable and non-programmable renewables generation more frequently and speedily. 
New combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) technology is being designed with this in mind and 
should be better able to cope with fast start ups and ramp rates, not only in hot or warm 
operating conditions but, most probably, in cold conditions too.  
 
Historically however, CCGTs were designed to run at much higher load factors, with ramp rates 
and start-ups limited to covering only a potential two-shift operation and possible de-loading at 
weekends. Therefore, in order to provide the back-up capability that will be required of them, 
gas-fired power operators will need to adapt their plant to cope with significantly different modes 
of operation than they were designed for, or invest in new gas fired generation technology that 
offers greater flexibility.  
 
Running existing gas-fired power stations more flexibly without making the necessary 
adaptations risks significantly increasing the amount of maintenance and down time incurred. 
Adapting the plant is not straightforward, as this is likely to invalidate the original manufacturer 
guarantees. However, funding such upgrades or investment in new technology in the current 
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climate of low spark spreads and political and regulatory uncertainty represents a significant 
challenge. 
  
As the figures below demonstrate, Spanish CCGTs have already had to significantly adapt their 
load profiles to meet the challenges of increasing variability in the power market. Over time such 
modes of operation are expected to become the norm across the EU. 
 
 
 

  
Figure 11A – CCGT starts in a six weeks period (Source UNESA) 

 

 Figure 11B – CCGT running in automatic grid control operation (Source UNESA) 
 

Figure 11A shows the number of CCGT starts in a six week period and highlights the fact that 
typically they run for just a few hours after starting up. While running, they are not operating at 
base load but they try to maximize their earnings by providing balancing services, as shown in 
Figure 11B.       
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Figure 11C – CCGT running in idle operation (Source UNESA) 

 
Sometimes, when market prices are very low for a very short time (e.g.: for 3 or 4 hours during 
the night or other off-peak periods), in order to reduce thermal and mechanical stress on the 
plant the plant operates in idle mode. This is shown in Figure 11C where the GT is run at full 
speed (blue line) but the main breaker is switched to open condition so as to generate no load 
(red line). 
 
 

 
Figure 11D – CCGT running in low load operation (Source UNESA) 

 
Finally, when market prices are at an intermediate level, the plant can be run at a parking load so 
as to minimise economic losses while at the same time preserving the plant from thermal and 
mechanical stress resulting from shutting it down and starting it up again, as shown in Figure 11D. 
 
 
1.6 Coordination between gas and electricity TSOs 
 
More flexible operation of gas-fired power generation within the EU will require close 
cooperation between gas and electricity TSOs to anticipate the potential impact this will have 
on their respective networks, and to ensure their investments and operating rules are 
predicated on consistent scenarios of gas-fired power station running hours and ramp rates. 
 
At national level, gas TSOs should analyse the degree of physical flexibility and linepack that exists 
within their networks and assess whether this will be sufficient to meet the requirements of gas-
fired power stations going forward, based on a range of scenarios of renewables penetration. To 
the extent that TSOs identify flexibility deficits in future years they should investigate options for 
increasing the amount of flexibility or linepack that can be generated, through measures such as 
installing extra compression or pipeline storage to increase the flexibility of the system as a whole, 
or in parts of the system where the need for flexibility is greatest. 
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At EU level, ENTSOG will need to assess the increasing need for flexibility within EU gas 
transmission systems as part of its Ten Year Network Development Plan. ENTSOG has already 
started to work closely with ENTSO-E to ensure that its scenarios of gas demand from gas-fired 
power generation reflect realistic prognoses of renewables capacity and generation. However, in 
future we would expect ENTSOG to incorporate flexibility assessments made at national level 
into an EU-wide assessment of flexibility adequacy. Whilst initially reliant on data and case 
studies from TSOs’ national development plans, over time we would expect ENTSOG to undertake 
its own scenario analysis of the flexibility available in transmission systems at EU level, and the 
extent to which this can be transported across borders to neighbouring Member States. In future, 
Projects of Common Interest may come to incorporate infrastructure investments which are 
designed to increase the amount of flexibility available within a number of Member States. 
ENTSOG’s supply adequacy reports and summer/winter outlooks will also have to assess the 
extent to which EU gas transmission systems are able to manage increasingly variable gas-fired 
generation. 
 
In preparation for this development, we believe there would be merit in ENTSOG developing a 
common metric, or series of metrics, which indicate the extent of flexibility inherent in each 
TSO’s system. As a starting point, ENTSOG could include within the next Ten Year Network 
Development Plan a flexibility map of each EU Member State. This will give stakeholders greater 
visibility of how transmission systems compare and where and when flexibility deficits may arise 
based on projections of renewables penetration. 
 
In addition, as gas-fired power stations will be required to play a greater role in backing up 
renewables generation going forward, their availability and responsiveness will have important 
implications for the security of both electricity and gas supplies. At times of gas system stress, 
TSOs tend to look upon gas-fired power stations and other large loads as candidates to interrupt 
first. This is due to their size and ability to quickly download, which reduces the need for wider 
possible network interruption or isolation. 
 
However, TSOs interrupting gas-fired power stations in general, or in a specific localised section 
of the gas transmission system, may create problems in the electricity transmission system by 
substantially reducing generation adequacy. They may also interfere with the efficient functioning 
of capacity remuneration mechanisms in the electricity market as a gas-fired power station 
cannot guarantee to make itself available during times when its gas supply has been forcibly 
interrupted by the TSO for security of supply reasons. 
 
This suggests that gas and electricity TSOs – and Member States – should fully consider the issues 
of security of gas and electricity supply in a joined up manner. In doing so they will better 
understand the effects of any interruption of gas-fired power stations on their respective systems. 
These considerations should be reflected in the preventative action plans and emergency plans 
drawn up by Member States in accordance with relevant national and EU legislation relating to 
security of supply and network resilience. 
 

 
2. Gas market design and policies consistent with increasing RES penetration 

 
2.1  Access to liquid gas markets will be vital for gas-fired generation with variable load   

 
Increasing renewables penetration will inevitably lead to more flexible operation of gas-fired 
power stations. Rather than being able to anticipate power station dispatch a week or even a day 
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ahead, operators will increasingly have to dispatch gas-fired power plants at very short notice, in 
response to changing weather patterns. As a result, gas-fired power station operators’ 
procurement strategies will need to change dramatically. Besides relying on medium- to long-
term contracts which incorporate take-or-pay obligations and elements of swing, operators will 
increasingly become dependent on short-term spot gas procurement.  
 
As a consequence, it is vital that power station operators in each Member State have access to 
a liquid wholesale gas spot or intraday market to buy and sell gas, either directly or indirectly, in 
response to sudden and unpredictable changes in load requirements. The EU model of each 
Member State having an entry/exit system incorporating a virtual trading point at which all gas 
in the system is traded and exchanged is a sound basis for encouraging the development of 
liquid and competitive wholesale gas markets. It removes the need for market participants to 
have access to physical supplies of gas in order to meet their demand requirements and 
concentrates liquidity and trading activity at a single point. As an alternative to entering into a 
long-term supply contract with a supplier for gas delivered to its power station, or at the entry 
point into a Member State, a power station operator has the option instead of procuring gas from 
a number of counterparties at the virtual point, to match its increasingly erratic offtake flow 
nominations and renominations.  
 
In order to encourage new entrants to gas wholesale markets it is important that the licensing 
requirements and application process which govern market entry are not unduly restrictive or 
bureaucratic. Market participants from outside the country in question should not be required to 
have a registered office, or be registered for taxation purposes, within the country, or to 
demonstrate a higher standard of competence or financial commitment than market participants 
that are domiciled in the country.  
 
NRAs and TSOs should also give careful consideration to the reporting requirements they impose 
on market participants and, to the extent these are deemed necessary, focus on transactional 
reporting. Non-domiciled market participants tend to be more reliant on trading at the virtual 
trading point, at least initially, and so they should not be required to identify where gas they buy 
and sell originates from.  
 
Depending on their size and business models, power station operators should be entitled to 
choose to establish themselves as a shipper so as to be capable of booking storage and IP 
capacity and shipping gas to their gas-fired power stations directly, either from the virtual point 
or physically. Alternatively, power station operators may prefer to let one or more shipper 
transport gas to their power station offtake, although the power station operator may still have 
flexibility over how and when it procures its gas.  
 
Regardless of their preferred modus of operandi, it is important that gas transmission system exit 
capacity for power stations can be booked in an efficient and timely manner. Power station 
operators should also be entitled to contract with multiple suppliers for gas delivered to their 
power station as this will allow them to obtain competitive prices from a number of suppliers and 
use different ones for different purposes. It is important therefore that the change of supplier 
process is efficient and that exit capacity can be readily transferable from one supplier to another 
during this process. Power station operators should also be entitled to sell back gas they no 
longer require directly at the virtual trading point, or indirectly via a third party market 
participant. 
 
To ensure spot bids and offers are regularly available at a virtual trading point to enable power 
station operators to manage the variability of their day-to-day imbalance positions, NRAs could 
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consider introducing market makers. Market makers could be required to post bids and offers 
for specific quantities of gas for short term durations at a pre-defined percentage or value 
difference between the bid and offer.   
 

 
2.2 Balancing: Within day obligations should be minimised 
 
More flexible generation from gas-fired power stations will present greater challenges for power 
station operators to balance their gas supply and demand, both during and over the course of a 
gas day. To the extent that there is flexibility and linepack inherent within a TSO’s system, it is 
important that this is maximised to the benefit of all network users. Depending on the nature of 
a power station operator’s gas supply arrangements it may or may not be responsible, either 
directly or indirectly, for its own imbalance position. Bearing in mind suppliers usually charge a 
premium for covering a power station operators daily imbalance risk, if gas-fired power stations 
do run more flexibly in future, it is likely they will choose to take responsibility for their own 
imbalance position. This could either be achieved by becoming a balancing responsible party or 
by having a pass through of imbalance costs within their supply contracts. 
 
Daily balancing regimes with no within day obligations offer the most flexibility to power 
station operators in providing back up for increased levels of variable generation as they allow 
power station operators to correct their imbalances over the course of the day, not specifically 
when it occurs. TSOs/ should therefore be encouraged to implement this as the preferred model. 
However, increased ramping up and down of gas-fired power stations may result in TSOs having 
to procure more balancing energy, or may ultimately threaten the stability of the gas 
transmission system.  
 
Daily balancing regimes also benefit from a diversification effect, as not all network users will 
have the same entry or exit flow profile. As a result, at any point in the day some network users 
are likely to have short imbalance positions and some will have long imbalance positions which, 
when netted off against each other, determine the overall imbalance position of the TSO’s system. 
However, should the effects of increased gas-fired power station ramping start to generate 
significant balancing costs for other users, TSOs/NRAs may need to consider introducing within 
day balancing obligations. 
 
If within day obligations are proven to be necessary to protect system integrity or to more 
effectively target substantial balancing costs to those network users causing them, TSOs should 
seek to implement system-wide obligations instead of within day obligations that apply 
specifically on a network user’s portfolio, or at certain entry/exit points. This will still retain some 
of the diversification effect described above. 
 
Whilst within day obligations may be considered necessary in some systems, TSOs should 
continually assess the flexibility inherent in their networks and should pro-actively consider 
relaxing within day obligations, possibly on a trial basis, to test the extent of change in network 
users’ behaviour and balancing costs resulting from such relaxation. TSOs should also provide full 
transparency over the balancing costs they incur. Where possible, they should monitor which 
classes of network user or which entry/exit points are responsible for any balancing actions they 
are required to take. 
 
Gas-fired power stations will not be limited to ramping up and down on specific days, for example 
weekdays as opposed to weekends, or at specific times of the day, for example office hours as 
opposed to out-of-office hours. The same applies to system imbalances. It is therefore vitally 
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important that the trading/balancing platforms, set up to enable TSOs to balance their systems 
and network users to trade out their imbalances, operate on a 24/7 basis. 
     
In some cases, TSOs may be prepared to offer linepack flexibility services to network users that 
allow them to carry over long or short positions to the following day. However, such services are 
unlikely to be attractive to power station operators if they have to commit to them ex-ante at the 
day-ahead stage, for example, as with increasing unpredictability of dispatch they are unlikely to 
know whether they will need such a service until a few hours before the end of the day. Ex-post 
linepack flexibility services are therefore likely to be most attractive to power station operators. 
However the potential for these services may vary significantly between Member States.   
 
Applying tolerances to gas-fired power stations’ daily or hourly imbalance positions could be a 
mechanism for providing them with greater flexibility. However, gas-fired power stations should 
not be positively discriminated against compared to other network users with erratic and 
unpredictable load profiles. Also, to the extent that tolerances are chargeable by the TSO, power 
station operators should not be obligated to sign up to them. 
 
Finally, where TSOs impose restrictions on the extent to which gas-fired power stations are 
allowed to ramp up and down and the notice period associated with such ramping (ramp rates) 
these need to be realistic. TSOs should recognise the conditions under which gas-fired power 
stations might be expected to respond to changes in electricity generation going forward and 
factor these into the ramp rates they set. They should not simply set idealistic ramp rates which 
power station operators have no realistic way of complying with, and then seek to penalise them 
where they are inevitably breached. Ramp rates should also reflect the dispatch regimes under 
which gas-fired generators are required to operate going forward. TSOs should also ensure that 
the guaranteed pressure they offer at a gas-fired power station offtake is sufficient to support 
more variable operation. If this is not possible based on system design and topology alone, they 
should offer optional pressure service which guarantees higher offtake pressures.    
 
 
2.3 Bundled capacity will assist cross-border trading 
 
Efficient and harmonised rules concerning the allocation of cross-border capacity will help to 
ensure that gas is able to flow effectively between market areas in response to price signals. 
For instance, if a sudden ramping up of renewable load leaves power station operators long of 
gas within day, or vice versa, the downward price pressure resulting from such a surplus of gas 
could create opportunities for arbitrage to higher priced neighbouring markets, provided within 
day capacity is readily available. 
 
Power station operators may choose not to take on the responsibility of booking cross-border 
capacity themselves in order to deal with this type of event. If the national hub is liquid, at least in 
the short-term spot market, trading out surpluses or deficits at the virtual trading point in a 
country may be a preferable strategy, particularly for smaller players. However, licensing 
arrangements should not prevent power station operators from booking cross-border capacity.  
 
Bundled day-ahead and within day capacity products at interconnection points should also help 
to simplify the process and transaction costs for those power station operators who do want to 
acquire cross-border capacity directly, as will standardised capacity allocation timescales. 
However, bundling should not become an excuse for TSOs to reduce the amount of firm 
technical capacity offered at interconnection points, nor should the creation of virtual 
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interconnection points. In the case of bundled within day capacity, it is important that TSOs offer 
all the available capacity each day and at regular hourly intervals throughout the day.  
 
If no firm capacity is available, TSOs should make interruptible capacity available within day in 
an easy accessible form. Provided TSOs publish sufficient supporting information about the extent 
to which interruptible capacity may actually be interrupted, power station operators should be 
able to judge whether the risk of interruption justifies the reward associated with selling surplus 
gas in a higher priced market (or buying shortfall gas in a lower priced market). 
 
Single nominations for bundled capacity products and harmonised nomination timescales will 
also help power station operators to use any cross-border capacity they have acquired more 
efficiently. However, at the day-ahead stage, a power station operator may not know whether its 
gas-fired power station is likely to be dispatched or not, so nomination and renomination lead 
times are likely to be of more importance. To ensure consistency and to avoid potential 
distortions it is important to be able to renominate gas as late as possible within day subject to a 
harmonised maximum lead time across Europe and  TSOs should strive to reduce lead times to 
as short a period as possible. In a world of single nominations for bundled capacity products and 
with efficient IT and data exchange protocols in place either side of the border, TSOs should be 
able to adopt 30 minute maximum lead times. This would help gas-fired power station operators 
to improve the immediacy of their response to more variable requirements to generate. 
 
As regards congestion management measures, whilst it is important for TSOs and NRAs to guard 
against systemic cross-border capacity hoarding and to ensure that capacity which is not being 
used by one party can be made available to other network users, TSOs should only consider 
measures which restrict a network user’s right to nominate as a last resort. Restricting 
renomination rights will disincentivise gas-fired power station operators acquiring cross-border 
capacity directly as, at the point in time when the initial nomination has to be made - typically at 
the day-ahead stage - they may not know whether their gas-fired power station is going to be 
dispatched. In the longer term, a gas-fired power station operator may underutilise its cross-
border capacity because of a rapid deterioration in its running hours. NRAs and TSOs should take 
this fully into account when assessing instances of apparent hoarding and deciding whether to 
withdraw unused capacity. Incentivising TSOs to oversell capacity and buy it back in the event of 
congestion, combined with easily accessible secondary capacity markets, is the most effective 
way of addressing contractual congestion from a power station operator’s perspective. 
 
Unlike in electricity markets where cross-border interconnection capacity is allocated implicitly 
via the EU target model of market coupling, gas has, for good reason, always been allocated 
explicitly. With gas-fired power stations being required to run more flexibly it has been suggested 
that power station operators will face increasing difficulties in coordinating their acquisitions of 
cross-border capacity and gas from adjacent markets, and that allocating the capacity implicitly 
along with commodity purchases would be a more efficient solution. However, as within day 
cross-border capacity is not yet widely available across Europe and within day liquidity exists only 
in a small number of national wholesale gas markets, the perceived coordination problem is 
largely a theoretical one at this stage. Once the EU network codes on capacity allocation 
mechanisms and balancing have been fully implemented by November 2015 we expect within 
day capacity to be made readily available throughout Europe (with a maximum two hour lead 
time) and for liquidity in within day markets to improve. At this stage, we therefore do not 
expect coordination to represent a major problem for power station operators. However, this 
should be reviewed once these two network codes have come into effect and have been 
operational for a period of time and as the extent and speed of renewables penetration across 
the EU becomes clearer. 
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2.4 Storage will have an important role in providing physical gas flexibility 
 
Flexibility secured through fair, non-discriminatory and efficient access to gas storage facilities 
will be an increasingly important tool for gas-fired power station operators and market 
participants in general as gas-fired generation becomes more variable and unpredictable. To this 
extent it is important that gas-fired power station operators are entitled to contract for storage 
capacity, as a shipper, in their own right, regardless of whether a regulated or negotiated third 
party access regime is in place. 
 
All existing storage capacity within a market area should be made available to market 
participants on an equal non-discriminatory basis. Undue storage obligations should be avoided, 
but if there are regulatory obligations on certain users to book storage capacity will have to be set 
aside for them, and the remaining capacity offered to the market. To the extent that storage 
capacity remains unsold following its initial allocation period, storage operators should look at 
ways of increasing its commercial appeal through shorter term products or more flexible products. 
 
Holding capacity back for TSOs for reasons other than what is necessary for managing the 
network safely, e.g. as a strategic reserve, will reduce the flexibility available for market 
participants to react to increasing within day demand and supply volatility so typically should be 
discouraged.  
 
Similarly, placing restrictions on the periods when storage can be filled or emptied, or how 
much gas must be kept in store at particular points during the year prevents storage from being 
fully optimised. This devalues the optionality that exists in storage capacity and risks distorting 
the market. The same applies equally to LNG stored in tank at LNG facilities and so, with the 
exception of restrictions required for safety reasons and to ensure there is sufficient ullage in 
tank for the next incoming vessel, LNG capacity holders should be free to define their schedule of 
LNG terminal send-out up to the maximum levels of their booked entry capacity each day.  
 
Power station operators should not be limited to booking flat seasonal storage products, and 
storage operators should work closely with them to design products and storage bundles most 
suited to their requirements. In reality these are likely to be quick response fast cycle products 
and storage operators should explore the extent to which they are able to invest to allow their 
facilities to respond more quickly. Storage operators should also investigate options for accepting 
or delivering gas directly at the virtual trading point. 
 
Finally, storage operators may be able to increase the flexibility they are able to provide to power 
station operators, and market participants in general, by releasing interruptible storage capacity 
or injection/withdrawal capacity. Facilitating secondary trading of gas in store may also help to 
ensure that overall flexibility is fully optimised in the market. 
 
  
2.5 Tariffs: Within day capacity products should not be subject to multipliers greater than 1   
 
Increased variability of gas-fired power stations will increase the importance of gas being able to 
flow quickly and efficiently between market areas within day. It is important therefore that any 
multipliers and seasonal factors applied to firm within day cross-border capacity products are not 
set disproportionally high so as to discourage cross-border flows. Any multipliers applied to 
within day capacity products should always be set less than or equal to 1, meaning the price is 
equal to or lower than the annual price pro-rated. In the case of congested interconnection 
points where congestion management procedures are proving to be ineffective within day, 
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multipliers could be set close to zero. If no firm capacity is available, interruptible capacity should 
always be offered at a zero, or token price. This would maximise the incentives for gas flows 
between markets where price differentials still exist. 
 
TSOs should also explore options for offering more flexible gas-fired power station exit capacity 
products and charges to reflect the fact that gas-fired power stations are expected to operate 
more intermittently and at very low running hours over the year.  
 
Allowing power station operators to book firm exit capacity on a day-ahead or within day basis, 
as opposed to annually based on their peak offtake, would be one way of reducing the fixed cost 
burden for gas-fired power station operators. Making exit capacity available on an interruptible 
basis, or on a conditionally firm basis, at a substantially discounted price to firm capacity, could 
also benefit power station operators. From a charging perspective, TSOs could also investigate 
using exit commodity charges instead of, or in conjunction with, exit capacity charges as this 
would also reduce the fixed cost burden for gas-fired power station operators. Power station exit 
capacity could also be considered as an option contract, whereby the power station operator 
pays a fee for the right to run up to an agreed level throughout the year, possibly with a cap on 
the number of occasions within each year when it could be exercised. A commodity fee could also 
be applied on each occasion the power station ran, with pre-determined penalties applying if 
these agreed criteria were breached.    
 
Clearly the implications for TSOs’ revenue recovery and any potential cross subsidy arising from 
such proposals would need to be duly considered by NRAs, and power station operators should 
expect to pay a fair share of TSOs’ allowed revenues. In the same way however, gas-fired power 
station operators should not be required to pay a disproportionate share of any under recovery 
of TSOs’ allowed revenues resulting from the activities and tariffs associated with other network 
users. It is important therefore for TSOs and NRAs to fully justify how and why any revenue under 
recoveries are being apportioned. 
 
 
2.6 Transparency: Market participants need timely information on balance and system status 
 
Gas network operators, either TSOs or DSOs, will require accurate near real time information 
about gas-fired power stations’ offtakes to safely and effectively balance their systems. Gas-fired 
power stations are therefore fitted with telemetry equipment enabling the network operator to 
monitor their offtakes every few minutes. However, if a power station operator, or a third party 
that supplies it, is responsible for balancing its inputs and offtakes during the day it is essential 
they receive the same level of information as the network operator, particularly where within 
day obligations apply. This will become even more important as gas-fired generation becomes 
more variable. If the network operator owns and is responsible for the telemetry equipment, it 
must ensure that it transmits the specific power station offtake information to the power station 
operator or its shipper at least 4 times per hour. Alternatively it should allow them direct access 
to the telemetered data.  
 
While TSOs will require accurate near real time information about gas-fired power stations’ 
offtakes, the same is true for other system relevant entry and exit points such as cross-border 
interconnection points, entry points from indigenous production, LNG facilities and storage 
facilities. This data plays an essential role in understanding the drivers behind supply and 
demand within each market area, and so it should equally be made available to all market 
participants. This should be technically possible as the data is already being captured within each 
TSO’s system, and a number of EU TSOs already provide such data. Near real time data also 
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serves the purpose of quickly highlighting where transmission constraints have arisen in a TSO’s 
system. This allows market participants to make judgements about how their input/offtake 
nominations at a constrained point may be affected and to trade at the virtual trading point to 
mitigate their anticipated imbalance exposure. 
 
Power station operators must also have accurate information about the imbalance of a TSO’s 
system as a whole. This will enable them to understand the extent to which their own individual 
imbalance is causing the system to be out of balance. If a sudden ramping up of gas-fired power 
stations causes a TSO’s system to be out of balance, suggesting it will need to take a balancing 
action, the power station operator will know that it needs to take timely action to change its 
other entry/exit point nominations, or trade at the virtual point, in order to mitigate its exposure 
to imbalance charges. However, if such ramping does not cause the system as a whole to be out 
of balance, the power station operator may have the rest of the day to restore itself to a balanced 
position.  
 
Finally it is important for shippers to have full transparency of TSOs’ balancing actions and to 
understand how these affect the long and short imbalance cash-out prices throughout the day. 
Shippers will then be able to assess the cost associated with being out of balance and will be 
commercially incentivised to minimise these costs. 
 

 
2.7 Efficient connection arrangements are important 
 
With the amount of renewable generation coming on line expected to increase significantly in the 
coming decades, new, more flexible gas-fired power generation may also be needed to back it up 
and ensure generation adequacy. To this extent it is important that TSOs’ and DSOs’ connections 
policies and services are efficient and that they work closely with power station developers to 
coordinate their respective investment timescales. 
 
New gas-fired power stations should not be unduly burdened by ‘deep’ connection charges, i.e. 
charges including both the cost of connecting the power station to the network operators’ system 
and the cost of any reinforcement necessary within transmission and/or distribution systems to 
deliver gas to this point. TSOs should instead favour shallow connection charges i.e. they should 
only cover the cost of the connection, with the cost of reinforcement being met through ongoing 
exit capacity charges for off-taking gas from the system. 
 
As previously mentioned, TSOs should apply ramp rates, notice periods and offtake pressures 
which fully reflect the intermittent load profiles that gas-fired power stations are expected to 
have to manage going forward. To the extent that this requires extra investment by TSOs in 
localised pipeline storage or compression, this should be met through general transportation 
charges or optional pressure services. 
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